Dependence of Coronavirus RNA Replication on an NH$_2$-Terminal Partial Nonstructural Protein 1 in cis
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ABSTRACT

Genomes of positive (+)-strand RNA viruses use cis-acting signals to direct both translation and replication. Here we examine two 5′-proximal cis-replication signals of different character in a defective interfering (DI) RNA of the bovine coronavirus (BCoV) that map within a 322-nucleotide (nt) sequence (136 nt from the genomic 5′ untranslated region and 186 nt from the nonstructural protein 1 [nsp1]-coding region) not found in the otherwise-identical nonreplicating subgenomic mRNA7 (sgmRNA7). The natural DI RNA is structurally a fusion of the two ends of the BCoV genome that results in a single open reading frame between a partial nsp1-coding region and the entire N gene. (i) In the first examination, mutation analyses of a recently discovered long-range RNA-RNA base-paired structure between the 5′ untranslated region and the partial nsp1-coding region showed that it, possibly in concert with adjacent stem-loops, is a cis-acting replication signal in the (+) strand. We postulate that the higher-order structure promotes (+)-strand synthesis. (ii) In the second examination, analyses of multiple frame shifts, truncations, and point mutations within the partial nsp1-coding region showed that synthesis of a PEFP core amino acid sequence within a group A lineage betacoronavirus-conserved NH$_2$-proximal WAPEFPWM domain is required in cis for DI RNA replication. We postulate that the nascent protein, as part of an RNA-associated translating complex, acts to direct the DI RNA to a critical site, enabling RNA replication. We suggest that these results have implications for viral genome replication and explain, in part, why coronavirus sgmRNAs fail to replicate.

Important

Cis-Acting RNA and protein structures that regulate (+)-strand RNA virus genome synthesis are potential sites for blocking virus replication. Here we describe two: a previously suspected 5′-proximal long-range higher-order RNA structure and a novel nascent NH$_2$-terminal protein component of nsp1 that are common among betacoronaviruses of group A lineage.

What constitutes the cis-acting requirements for coronavirus RNA replication has remained an intriguing question since it was discovered that the subgenomic mRNAs (sgmRNAs) of coronaviruses (used primarily to synthesize viral structural proteins) are both (i) 5′ and 3′ coterinal with the genome for at least ~70 and 1,670 nucleotides (nt), respectively, lengths greater than those of many viral RNA polymerase promoters (1–3), and (ii) are present in sgmRNA-length replication-intermediate-like double-stranded RNA structures that are involved in sgmRNA synthesis (4–6) yet fail to replicate when transfected, as synthetic transcripts, into virus-infected cells (Fig. 1) (7). If replication of the coronavirus sgmRNAs normally occurs during infection, it might be expected that they would replicate following their transcription into virus-infected cells, since all trans-acting factors required for viral RNA replication are present. In coronaviruses, the 5′-two-thirds of the single-stranded positive (+)-strand ~30-kb coronavirus genome is used as mRNA for synthesis of overlapping polypeptides la (~4,000 amino acids [aa]) and lab (~7,000 aa), which are proteolytically processed into the 16 replicate proteins that make up the replication/transcription complex, whereas the 3′-one-third of the genome is transcribed into a 3′-nested set of sgmRNAs that are coterinal with the genome but are translated separately (3, 8, 9). One model widely used to explain the origin of the sgmRNA-length replication-intermediate-like double-stranded RNAs was proposed by Sawicki et al. (4, 6, 10, 11). In this model, (i) the genome is envisioned as the only template for negative (−)-strand RNA synthesis, and (ii) an RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) template-switching event takes place during (−)-strand synthesis from the viral genome template at intergenic donor core sequence (also termed transcription-regulating sequence) sites (UCUAAAC in bovine coronavirus [BCoV] and mouse hepatitis virus [MHV]) to the 5′-proximal leader acceptor core sequence (UCUAAAG) on the genome (i.e., a discontinuous transcription step) to create a sgmRNA-length (−)-strand RNA. In this model, the sgmRNA-length (−)-strand RNA (5, 12, 13) then functions as a template for synthesis of new sgmRNA. The term proposed for the sgmRNA-length, partially double-stranded structure hence became “transcriptional intermediate” (4, 11) rather than “replicative intermediate,” as was initially used (5, 6, 12), to more clearly identify the viral genome as the only template for sgmRNA (−)-strand synthesis. This model for sgmRNA synthesis from the genome was tested first by reverse genetics in an arterivirus (14), a fellow member of the Nidovirales order with a very similar pattern of sgmRNA generation, and second in the coronavirus (15), and the results with both viruses are consistent with the Sawicki model. More recently, it has been learned that the
coronavirus sgRNA (+)-strand molecules are competent templates for (−)-strand RNA synthesis when transfected into infected cells (16) and that when the transfected sgRNA contains an intergenic template-switching donor signal (UCUAAAC), sgRNAs of smaller size are generated from this site in a manner consistent with the Sawicki model. This behavior suggests a mechanism of sgRNA amplification by a cascading transcription process and not by replication (16). So the question becomes: why are the full-length nascent sgRNA (−) strands arising from the sgRNAs following transfection not competent for initiating synthesis of new full-length (+)-strand sgRNA as are the sgRNA-length (−)-strand RNAs arising from the full-length genome by discontinuous transcription as proposed in the Sawicki model (4, 6, 10, 11)? In other words, why do the sgRNAs, the shortest of which is 1.8 kb in length in the mouse and bovine coronaviruses, not replicate following transfection as RNA transcripts into helper virus-infected cells (Fig. 1D, upper panel) (7)?

In contrast to the sgRNAs, a naturally occurring 2.2-kb defective interfering (DI) RNA from BCoV, which differs from the 1.8-kb sgRNA7 by only 420 nt that map within the 5′-proximal region of the genome (Fig. 1A), can replicate and be passaged as packaged molecules following transfection of RNA transcripts into helper virus-infected cells (Fig. 1D, upper panel) (7). A similar region of the virus genome is found in all naturally occurring coronavirus DI RNAs described to date, and after cDNA cloning, transcripts of these also replicate following transfection into helper virus-infected cells (2, 17–25). Within the 420-nt 5′-proximal region of the naturally occurring BCoV DI RNA, the 65-nt common leader plus a 3′-ward extension of 9 nt (making 74 nt total) are found in common between the replicating wild-type (WT) DI RNA and the nonreplicating sgRNA7 (see inset, Fig. 2A). Furthermore, the 5′-proximal 420-nt sequence on the naturally occurring WT BCoV DI RNA can be shortened from its 3′ end to 322 nt without loss of DI RNA-replicating ability (Fig. 1C and D, lower panel, and Fig. 2A to C) (26). This indicates that the 3′-terminal 136 nt of the genomic 5′ untranslated region (UTR) in addition to the 5′-terminal 186 nt of the nspl-coding region (encoding 62 amino acids, or 25%, of the 246-amino-acid nspl) are necessary and sufficient for replication competence in the DI RNA (compared to in sgRNA7) when assayed by transfection of RNA transcripts into helper virus-infected cells (26). (Note that the WT DI RNA encodes 94 amino acids, or 38%, of nspl). In previous studies, two kinds of cis-acting replication signals have been associated with the 322-nt region in the BCoV DI RNA: (i) higher-order cis-acting RNA structures and (ii) a cis-translation requirement of the fused open reading frame (ORF). (i) With regard to the 5′-terminal cis-acting RNA structures, stem-loops 1, 2, and 3 map (almost entirely) within the most 5′ 74 nt (7, 27) and may not be components unique to the function of the 322-nt region. Similarly, stem-loop 4 (28), which is nearly identical to its homolog in MHV that has been recently shown not to be required for virus replication (29, 30), also may not be a component unique to the function of the 322-nt region. All of cis-acting stem-loops 5 (31, 32), 6 (33), and 7 (26) and possibly a small stem-loop 8, which has been predicted to be but not tested as a cis-acting replication signal (26), however, may contribute uniquely to the replication function of the 322-nt region. (Please note that stem-loops 1, 2, and 3 were formerly named stem-loops I and II and stem-loops 4 through 8 were formerly named stem-loops III through VII and are so named in the references noted.) Homologous 5′-proximal cis-acting structures in the MHV (30, 32, 34–36) and in the more distantly related severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus (SARS-CoV) have been described, although in the SARS-CoV homolog the status for stem-loops downstream of stem-loop 4 is less

---

**FIG 1** Three hundred twenty-two-nucleotide sequence difference between the minimalized replication-competent BCoV DI RNA and the replication-incompetent sgRNA7. (A) Schematic representation of the parent BCoV genome, the naturally occurring replication-competent BCoV DI RNA, and replication-incompetent sgRNA7. Note that the naturally occurring DI RNA and sgRNA7 are identical at the ends but differ by a contiguous 420-nt 5′-proximal sequence. (B) When CDNs of the DI RNA and sgRNA7 were cloned and an in-frame 30-nt reporter for Northern blot analysis was inserted within the N gene, they were named pDrep1-WT and pNrep2, respectively (7). (C) The 420-nt sequence in the naturally occurring DI RNA was shortened from its 3′ end to 322 nt, and replication competence was retained (26). (D) Northern blot analyses showing the replication patterns of reporter-containing DI RNA and sgRNA7. (Reprinted from references 7 and 26). (Upper) DI RNA (WT) (as represented by transcripts of pDrep1-WT) and sgRNA7 RNA (as represented by transcripts of pNrep2) were cotransfected into BCoV (helper virus)-infected cells, and RNA abundance was measured by hybridization with a reporter-specific 32P-radiolabeled probe (7). From the Northern blot it can be seen that the DI RNA replicates following transfection into helper virus-infected cells and gets packaged, whereas the sgRNA7 does not. (Lower) DI RNA (Δ397-498) (as represented by transcripts of pDrep1Δ397-498) was transfected into BCoV-infected cells, and Northern blot analyses showing the replication patterns of reporter-containing DI RNA and sgRNA7 are found in common between the replicating wild-type (WT) DI RNA and the nonreplicating sgRNA7 (see inset, Fig. 2A).
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clear (36, 37). More recently, it has been shown from reverse genetic studies with MHV that there is also a long-range RNA-RNA base-paired interaction between a region mapping between stem-loops 4 and 5 within the 5′ UTR and the partial nsp1-coding region in BCoV and MHV that is required for MHV replication (Fig. 2A) (38). Interestingly, the BCoV 5′ UTR and entire nsp1-coding region function together as an integral unit in the MHV genome to produce WT-like MHV, but the two regions are not immediately functional when mismatched, and when they are mismatched, adaptive mutations are found in viable virus progeny (38). The long-range RNA-RNA interaction is also predicted by mfold analyses for other betacoronaviruses, including SARS-CoV, and in alphacoronaviruses (36, 38).

(ii) In regard to a cis-translation requirement for the partial nsp1-coding region, one was demonstrated in the context of the WT BCoV DI RNA (39). A similar requirement for translation of the partial nsp1-coding region has been reported for the MHV DI RNA (24, 40), although in these studies it was concluded that it was probably the process of translation and not the product that was required (see Discussion). Therefore, consideration of these two sets of features, the long-range RNA-RNA interaction and the cis-translation requirement, brings into sharper focus the question of what properties exist within the 322-nt region that provide replication competence to the BCoV DI RNA (as opposed to the replication incompetence of BCoV sgRNA7), and we approach that question here.

It should be noted that in addition to the role of the 5′-terminal partial nsp1 structure in RNA replication examined here, the entire nsp1 in coronaviruses has been shown to be a multifunctional protein with RNA binding properties and with features that regulate replication, interferon-dependent signaling, host cell mRNA stability, and pathogenesis (33, 41–52).

Here we investigated the cis-acting replication function of the long-range RNA-RNA base-paired structure that maps between the 5′ UTR and partial nsp1-coding region and learned that it, like the 5′-proximal stem-loops 4 through 7, functions as a cis-acting replication signal in the (+) strand. We also investigated the cis-acting translation requirement of the partial nsp1-coding region and discovered that the presence of a nascent protein product carrying a group A betacoronavirus-conserved octameric amino acid sequence, WAPEFPWM, correlates with BCoV DI RNA replication and that changing the quality of the central four amino acids, PEPW, in various arrangements without changing RNA secondary structure abolished DI RNA replication. Furthermore, re-establishing the WT amino acid sequence with different codons showing the same base-pairing pattern as those in WT restored DI RNA replication. We propose that the protein product of the 5′-

![FIG 2 Predicted higher-order RNA structures in the 5′-proximal 322 nt of the BCoV DI RNA and its (−)-strand counterpart. (A) Higher-order RNA structures. Shown are the mfold-predicted RNA structures at the 5′ end of the BCoV genome (above) and at the 3′ end of the (−) strand (below). Structures in the (+) strand are stem-loops 1 through 8. The previously described long-range RNA-RNA interaction between a region within the 5′ UTR (nt 143 through 170) and the 5′-terminal nsp1-coding region (nt 335 through 364) (38) is shown in shaded lettering. Note that the alternate stem-loops 7 and 8 in the (+) strand would not coexist with the long-range RNA-RNA interaction as drawn. The boxed amino acid sequence, WAPEFPWM, is described in the text. The 322-nt region differentiating the minimalized replication-competent BCoV DI RNA from the replication-incompetent sgRNA7 is comprised of nt 75 through 396. The mfold-predicted 3′G for the long-range higher-order RNA structure (nt 143 through 364) in the (+) strand is −80.30 kcal/mol, and in the (−) strand, −71.20 kcal/mol. (Inset) 5′ UTR of sgRNA7. Note that the first 74 nt of the genome and of sgRNA7 are identical. (B) Nucleotides 211 through 396 encoding the 62 aa in the partial nsp1 in the minimalized replication-competent transcripts of pDrep1-Δ397-498. The boxed amino acid sequence, WAPEFPWM, is described in the text. (C) The 102-nt sequence (397 through 498) removed from the 3′ end of the partial nsp1-coding sequence in pDrep1-Δ397-498 (26). Note that the partial nsp1 fusion site is between A494 in the nsp1-coding sequence and A495, the fourth nucleotide upstream of the N start codon in the genome. This fusion formed a codon for glutamic acid (E, underlined). The Ndel endonuclease restriction enzyme site used for in vitro mutagenesis in pDrep1-WT is shown.

![FIG 3 Mutagenesis strategy for the reporter-containing WT DI RNA. Overlap PCR mutagenesis was used to make mutations within the genomic 5′ UTR and partial nsp1-coding sequence of the cloned, reporter-containing DI RNA (WT) named pDrep1-WT. The Ndel sites were used for constructing pDrep1 mutants.](http://jvi.asm.org/)

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Cells, virus, and DI RNA.** A DI-RNA-free stock of the Mebus strain of BCoV (genomic sequence, GenBank accession no. #U00735) at a concentration of 4.5 × 10⁶ PFU/ml was used as a helper virus as described previously (7, 39). The human rectal-tumor cell line HRT-18 (53) was used in all experiments. pDrep1 is a pGEM3Zf(−) (Promega)-based plasmid containing the cDNA clone of a naturally occurring 2.2-kb DI RNA of BCoV modified to carry a 30-nt in-frame reporter (Fig. 1B) (7).

**RNA structure predictions.** The mfold program of M. Zuker (http://mfold.rna.albany.edu/~q=mfold) (54, 55) was used for RNA structure predictions. The long-range RNA-RNA base-pairing patterns described below were revealed by folding nt 1 to 400 or nt 1 to 500 and from the results of a reverse genetics study with MHV and BCoV chimeric constructs (38).

**Construction of mutant DI RNAs and synthesis of RNA transcripts.** Modifications of pDrep1 DNA were made by overlap PCR mutagenesis as previously described (56, 57). For this process, the appropriate oligonucleotide primers containing the described mutations and the Ndel restriction endonuclease sites within the pGEM3Zf(−) vector and pDrep1 DNA were used (Fig. 3). Mutations in the final constructs were confirmed by sequencing. The sequence for primer pGEM3Zf(−) is 5′-GAGAGTGCAGCATATGGGTTGT-3′, and for primer 5′N106(+) 5′GCTCCGTCTTACCCC TGGTTTGAC3′. The (+) and (−) signs designate the polarity of the RNA to which the primer binds. For synthesis of RNA, 1 μg of MluI-linearized DNA was used with a 17 μmMessage mMessage kit (Ambion) according to the manufacturer’s protocol to make 5′-m7GpppG-capped RNA. The reaction mix was incubated with 5 U of Turbo DNase (Ambion), and RNA was chromatographed through a Bio-Spin 6 column (Bio-Rad) and quantitated by nanodrop spectrophotometry. **In vitro-syn-
thesized RNAs were used for transfection in the replication assays and for 

in vitro translation assays. RNA preparations were stored at -80°C.

Northern assay for DI RNA replication and packaging. A Northern assay for detecting reporter-containing DI RNAs was performed as described previously (7, 27). Briefly, cells (1.5 x 10^6) at -80% confluence in a 35-mm dish were infected with BCoV at a multiplicity of 10 PFU per cell and transfected 1 h later with 300 ng of capped RNA, using Lipofectin (Invitrogen). At the indicated times postinfection (see figures), total RNA (approximately 10 μg per plate) was extracted with TRIzol (Invitrogen) and stored as an ethanol precipitate. For preparation of progeny virus, supernatant fluids were harvested at 48 h postinfection (hpi) and 500 μL was used to infect freshly confluent cells (2.0 x 10^5) in a 35-mm dish (27) from which RNA was extracted at 48 hpi. For electrophoretic separation of RNA in a formaldehyde-agarose gel, 2.5 μg per lane was used. Approximately 5 ng of transcript, identified as RNA in the Northern blot figures, was loaded per lane when used as a marker. RNA was transferred to Nytran membranes by vacuum blotting, and the UV-irradiated blots were probed with oligonucleotides TGEV (+), which had been 3'P-labeled at the 3' end to specific activities of 1 x 10^7 to 4 x 10^7 cpm/pmol (5). Probed blots were exposed to Kodak XAR-5 film for 1 to 7 days at -80°C for imaging. Image intensity variations within some figures resulted from differing times of RNA sample and probe preparation. Replication was judged positive when there was an increase in DI RNA abundance over time or when progeny DI RNA was present in cells at 48 h following infection with virus passage 1 (VP1) or VP2, along with evidence that there was no sequence reversion in the progeny (39). The probe used for detecting 18s rRNA was 5'-CTGCTGGCACCCAGACTTTGCCCTCCAA-3' (39).

RT-PCR and sequence analysis of RNA from transfected WT and mutant DI RNAs. Reverse transcriptase PCR (RT-PCR) and sequence analyses were carried out as previously described (26). Briefly, RNAs extracted from VP1- and VP2-infected cells were used for cDNA synthesis with SuperScript II reverse transcriptase (Invitrogen) and DI-RNA-specific primer TGEV-8 (+) (5'-CATGGCACCATCCTTGGCAACCAGA-3'). PCR was carried out using primers TGEV-8 (+) and leader (5'-GAGCGATTTCGTCGCTGGACATCCGGC-3'), and the PCR product was sequenced directly.

In vitro translation and Western blotting. In in vitro translation, 100 ng of transcript was translated for 1 h at 30°C in a 25-μl reaction mixture containing 12.5 μL wheat germ extract (Promega) and 60 mM potassium acetate as recommended by the manufacturer. Proteins were resolved by SDS-PAGE in gels of 10% polyacrylamide (58) and electroblotted onto Hybond ECL nitrocellulose membranes (GE Healthcare). The immobilized proteins were probed with rabbit anti-BCoV N (made by ProtiTech Group, Inc., from bacteria-expressed purified N protein; product identification [ID] number 90186) as the primary antibody and with horseradish peroxidase-conjugated goat anti-rabbit IgG (Abcom) as the secondary antibody, and the blot was then incubated in SuperSignal West Pico chemiluminescent substrate (Thermo Scientific) for 1 min and exposed to Kodak XAR-5 film for imaging.

RESULTS

Long-range RNA-RNA base-pairing between the 5’ UTR and the nsp1-coding region is a cis-acting requirement for DI RNA replication. Inasmuch as the regions of stem-loops 5 (31), 6 (33), and 7 (26) were each shown to contribute a cis-acting function for BCoV DI RNA replication (see the introduction), we thought it possible that the specific regions of base pairing within the long-range interacting domain between the 5’ UTR and the partial nsp1-coding region (38) would act separately as a higher-order cis-acting feature for DI RNA replication or as a component of a larger structure connecting the stem-loops. The mfold program of Zuker et al. (54, 55) predicts the (+)-strand and separately the (−)-strand RNAs in this region to be folded as depicted in Fig. 2A were they to exist as single-stranded molecules.

To determine whether the long-range RNA-RNA base-paired structure functions as a cis-acting element for replication in DI RNA, we used the cDNA-cloned original WT (i.e., nonminimalized) DI RNA with the reporter sequence (WT pDrep1) (7) for mutation analyses, since it contains a convenient natural Ndel endonuclease site for mutagenesis (Fig. 2B and 3) and the extended length 3’-ward increased the number of potential frame-shifting options (described below) while possibly retaining functional RNA structure. With the WT pDrep1 construct, sets of translationally silent mutations were made within the long-range stem that map within three regions of the ascending (left) and descending (right) locations and that were designed to disrupt base pairing in the (+) strand or (−) strand as depicted in Fig. 4A. Transcripts of each of these as well as of mutants containing their associated compensatory double mutations were tested for replication by transfection into BCoV-infected cells. Note that the mutant name corresponds to the panel with the same name.

The replication and sequence reversion results are shown in Fig. 4B. Replication was judged positive when there was an increase in DI RNA abundance over time and when progeny DI RNA was present in cells at 48 h following infection with VP1 or VP2 (39). Following transfection of uninfected HRT-18 cells, transcripts of WT pDrep1 have a half-life of less than 2 h (39). For constructs that replicated, sequences of the intracellular DI RNA were determined with the use of reporter-specific primers to identify potential reversion to the WT sequence, which might have occurred via recombination with the helper virus genome.

In the upper left panel of Fig. 4A, reading from the top, note that mutations A167G and C165U retain base pairing in the (+) strand (i.e., G-U and U-G, respectively) but diminish base pairing in the (−) strand (i.e., C-A and A-C, respectively). Yet replication was nearly as robust as for the WT (compare lanes 2 and 1 in Fig. 4B). In the upper right panel of Fig. 4A, note that mutations U339C and G342A would diminish base pairing in the (+) strand (i.e., G-U and U-G, respectively) but retain base pairing in the (−) strand (i.e., U-G and G-U, respectively). In this mutant, replication was blocked (compare lanes 3 and 1 in Fig. 4B). The compensatory double mutation A167G, C165U, U339C, and G342A, however, reformed base pairing in both the (+) and (−) strands, and replication returned to near WT levels (compare lanes 4 and 1 in Fig. 4B). Overall, the results from the upper panels suggest that base pairing in the upper section of the stem in the (+) strand but not the (−) strand is important for DI RNA replication, and they also indicate that this part of the double-stranded long-range RNA-RNA structure functions as part of a cis-acting replication signal. Although these data and the genetics data from Guan et al. (38) support the existence of full-length long-distance RNA base pairing as depicted, we cannot currently rigorously rule out that stem-loop 7 has a regulatory role in DI RNA replication. More study is needed to evaluate the function of stem-loop 7 in this context.

In the middle left panel of Fig. 4A, note that mutations C158U and C155U would retain base pairing in the (+) strand (i.e., U-G and U-G, respectively) but diminish base pairing in the (−) strand (i.e., A-C and A-C, respectively). Replication was nearly as robust as for the WT; however, there may be less efficient packaging (compare lanes 5 and 1 in Fig. 4B). In the middle right panel of Fig. 4A, note that mutations G348A and G351A would diminish base pair-
ing in the (+) strand (i.e., C A and C A, respectively) but retain base pairing in the (−) strand (i.e., G-U and G-U, respectively). In this case, replication was blocked (compare lanes 6 and 1 in Fig. 4B). The compensatory double mutations C158U and C155U, along with G348A and G351A, however, restored base pairing in both the (+) and (−) strands, and replication was at near WT levels (compare lanes 7 and 1 in Fig. 4B). Overall, the results suggest that, as for the upper section, base pairing in the middle section in the (+) strand is important for DI RNA replication and that this section of the long-range double-stranded structure is part of a cis-acting replication signal.

In the lower left panel of Fig. 4A, note that mutations U152C, U149C, G147A, and U144C would diminish base pairing in the (+) strand (i.e., C A, C A, G U, and C A, respectively) but retain base pairing in the (−) strand (i.e., G-U, G-U, U-G, and G-U, respectively). This change appeared to allow weak replication (compare lanes 8 and 1 in Fig. 4B). However, sequencing of the small amount of VP1 progeny revealed that these molecules had reverted to the WT sequence. Therefore, we conclude that this mutant was blocked in replication. In the lower right panel of Fig. 4A, note that mutations A354G, A357G, C360U, and A363G would retain base pairing in the (+) strand (i.e., A C, A C, C A, and A C, respectively) but diminish base-pairing in the (−) strand (i.e., A C, A C, C A, and A C, respectively). In this case, replication was only slightly less than for the WT (compare lanes 9 and 1 in Fig. 4B). In the lower section, compensatory double mutations caused base pairing in both the (+) strand (i.e., C-G, G-G, A-U, and C-G) and the (−) strand (G-C, G-C, U-A, and G-C), and replication was as robust as for the WT (compare lanes 10 and 1 in Fig. 4B). Taken together, the results with the lower panels suggest that the base pairing in the (+) strand is important.

Thus, overall, the results suggest that replication is the most robust when there is base pairing in both the (+) and (−) strands of all three sections of the long-range RNA-RNA base-paired structure but that base pairing is required in the (+) strand.

As illustrated, there is potential for a stem-loop 8 at the base of the lower panel that would not coexist with the long-range RNA-RNA interaction as shown. Currently, we have no experimental evidence for this stem-loop, but we note that it may be playing a role in replication.

Evidence for a cis-acting replication signal associated with the NH$_2$-proximal WAPEFPWM amino acid domain within the partial nsp1. It was previously reported that translation was a cis requirement for BCoV DI RNA replication (39), and in that study it was shown that the N protein encoded within the 3′-proximal region of the genome was required in cis, presumably to form a component of the replication complex similar to what has been described in other (+) strand RNA viruses (39, 60). This feature is consistent with the association of N with the replication complex (61, 62). However, the 5′-terminal partial nsp1 region was not examined at that time for a cis-acting protein function. Precedents for a cis-acting protein in the replication of (+) strand viral RNA genomes have been described (see Discussion) and led us to examine this possibility for BCoV DI RNA despite a remarkable amino acid sequence divergence between BCoV and MHV in this region (63). To determine whether there is a cis-acting protein function, we took three mutagenesis approaches: (i) frame shifting mutations designed to change the amino acid content of regions while maintaining predicted native RNA structure as much as possible, (ii) truncating the NH$_2$-terminal of the expressed protein within the nsp1 ORF to map a putative short 5′-proximal cis-acting region of nsp1 learned from the frameshifting experiments, and (iii) using point mutations to test the requirement for a phylogenetically conserved NH$_2$-proximal WAPEFPWM amino acid sequence that corresponds to the required region identified by the frameshift and truncation experiments. In each approach, replication of mutant DI RNAs was assayed by Northern blotting following transfection into helper virus-infected cells and Western blots of in vitro translation products were analyzed for the presence of the previously demonstrated cis-acting fused N-containing protein. A summary of all mutants used in these assays and their associated mutations is given in Table 1.
The design of the frameshift experiments is shown in Fig. 5A and B, and the results are shown in Fig. 5B and C. As is evident from the Northern analyses (Fig. 5B), all frameshifted mutants except for those with changed NH₂-terminal amino acids 3 through 7 showed no evidence of replication. The block in replication could mean (i) that cis-acting RNA replication signals were disrupted by mutagenesis or (ii) that the mutated protein product was nonfunctional. The fact that amino acids 3 through 7 showed no evidence of replication. The block in replication was nonfunctional. The fact that amino acids 3 through 7 could be disrupted by mutagenesis or (ii) that the mutated protein product could mean (i) that

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wild type or mutant</th>
<th>Mutation(s)</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>ΔA217/+U222</td>
<td>Frameshift mutation in WT background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2</td>
<td>ΔA227/+A234</td>
<td>Frameshift mutation in WT background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>A324U/G384U/A438U/A457U</td>
<td>Mutations knock out stop codons at positions 323, 383, 437, and 455 in the +2 reading frame of WT to form M3; M3 is background for M4 through M26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4</td>
<td>+[CU]222/A229/ΔA230</td>
<td>Frameshift mutation in M3 background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M5</td>
<td>+[CU]222/ΔA392/ΔA393</td>
<td>Frameshift mutation in M3 background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M6</td>
<td>A224G/A227C/U229A</td>
<td>Changes amino acids NKY to STN in M3 background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M7</td>
<td>ΔA217</td>
<td>Frameshift mutation in M3 background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M8</td>
<td>ΔA217/+U222</td>
<td>Frameshift mutation in M3 background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M9</td>
<td>ΔA217/+C251</td>
<td>Frameshift mutation in M3 background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M10</td>
<td>ΔA217/+C305</td>
<td>Frameshift mutation in M3 background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M11</td>
<td>ΔA217/+U379</td>
<td>Frameshift mutation in M3 background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M12</td>
<td>ΔA217/+A464</td>
<td>Frameshift mutation in M3 background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M13</td>
<td>ΔA227</td>
<td>Frameshift mutation in M3 background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M14</td>
<td>ΔA227/+A234</td>
<td>Frameshift mutation in M3 background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M15</td>
<td>ΔA227/+C251</td>
<td>Frameshift mutation in M3 background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M16</td>
<td>ΔA227/+C305</td>
<td>Frameshift mutation in M3 background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M17</td>
<td>ΔA227/+U379</td>
<td>Frameshift mutation in M3 background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M18</td>
<td>ΔG233/+C251</td>
<td>Frameshift mutation in M3 background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M19</td>
<td>ΔG233/+C305</td>
<td>Frameshift mutation in M3 background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M20</td>
<td>ΔG233/+U379</td>
<td>Frameshift mutation in M3 background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M21</td>
<td>ΔG239/+A464</td>
<td>Frameshift mutation in M3 background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M22</td>
<td>ΔU176/ΔA224/+C251</td>
<td>Frameshift mutation in M3 background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M23</td>
<td>ΔU176/ΔA224/+C305</td>
<td>Frameshift mutation in M3 background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M24</td>
<td>ΔU176/ΔA224/+U379</td>
<td>Frameshift mutation in M3 background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M25</td>
<td>U273G/+C273/G276A/+C276/+A464</td>
<td>Frameshift mutation in M3 background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M26</td>
<td>+G321/+C331/+A464</td>
<td>Frameshift mutation in M3 background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M27</td>
<td>A189U/A211U/U212A</td>
<td>Changes 211UAG to 211UAG and produces U189 to base pair with A in 211UAG in WT background; M27 is background for M29, M31, and M33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M28</td>
<td>U177A/G178C/C222G/A223U</td>
<td>Changes 220UAG to 220UAG and produces U177A to base pair with A223U and G178C to base pair with C222G in WT background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M29</td>
<td>U177A/G178C/C222G/A223U</td>
<td>Changes 220UAG to 220UAG and produces U177A to base pair with A223U and G178C to base pair with C222G in WT background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M30</td>
<td>U271A/G274A/A275U/A278U</td>
<td>Changes 274AG to 274AG; U271A and A278U strengthen Kozak context in WT background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M31</td>
<td>U271A/G274A/A275U/A278U</td>
<td>Changes 274AG to 274AG; U271A and A278U strengthen Kozak context in WT background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M32</td>
<td>A290U</td>
<td>Changes 289AAG to 289AUG in WT background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M33</td>
<td>A290U</td>
<td>Changes 289AAG to 289AUG in WT background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M34</td>
<td>G256A/U260C</td>
<td>Changes PEFP to PKSP in WT background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M35</td>
<td>C254U/G256A/U260C/C263U</td>
<td>Changes PEFP to LKSL in WT background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M36</td>
<td>C253U/G256U/U260C/C262U</td>
<td>Changes PEFP to SKSS in WT background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M37</td>
<td>C254U/C263U</td>
<td>Changes PEFP to LEFL in WT background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M38</td>
<td>C253U/C262U</td>
<td>Changes PEFP to SEFS in WT background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M39</td>
<td>A255G</td>
<td>Keeps PEFP but changes codon for P to CCG in WT background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M40</td>
<td>C253U</td>
<td>Changes PEFP to SEFS in WT background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M41</td>
<td>A255G/A258G/A264G</td>
<td>Keeps PEFP but changes codon for underlined amino acids to CCG, GAG, and CCG, respectively, in WT background</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a*, deletion; +, insertion immediately upstream of the numbered position in the background construct.

The design of the frameshift experiments is shown in Fig. 5A and B, and the results are shown in Fig. 5B and C. As is evident from the Northern analyses (Fig. 5B), all frameshifted mutants except for those with changed NH₂-terminal amino acids 3 through 7 showed no evidence of replication. The block in replication could mean (i) that cis-acting RNA replication signals were disrupted by mutagenesis or (ii) that the mutated protein product was nonfunctional. The fact that amino acids 3 through 7 could be disrupted by mutagenesis or (ii) that the mutated protein product could mean (i) that
by in vitro translation as evidenced by Western blotting with an N-specific antibody (Fig. 5C).

Since the lethal results with frameshifted mutations could have been caused by altered cis-acting RNA structures rather than by altered amino acids per se, a second mutational approach that was less likely to alter RNA structure was used to test for the importance of amino acids 8 through 14. This entailed replacing the nsp1 AUG start codon at nt 211 with a UAG stop codon (plus a silent A189U to maintain double strandedness at this site) to form M27 and testing for replication with an AUG start codon inserted at positions 4, 20 (site of a natural AUG codon), 22, and 27 in mutants M29, M27, M31, and M33, respectively, made in the M27 background (Fig. 6A, bottom panel). As controls, WT nsp1 constructs were made with the same mutations at these sites and with the natural AUG start codon at nt 211 left in place, and comparisons were made with WT, M28, M30, and M32 (Fig. 6A, top panel).

Note that whereas the inserted AUG codon in M29 at amino acid position 4 led to replication, the AUG codon inserted at amino acid position 20 in M27, position 22 in M31, and position 27 in M33 did not (Fig. 6A, bottom panel).
and Western blot analysis of these transcripts with an N-specific antibody, however (Fig. 6B), indicated that translation was not blocked and that failed translation in vivo is not a likely explanation for blockage in replication. All control constructs, M28, M30, and M32, replicated, although less robustly than the WT, while showing no evidence of reversion to a WT sequence (Fig. 6A, top panel), and they translated well (Fig. 6B). These results together suggest that WT amino acids at positions 5 through 20 are required for DI RNA replication.

A direct comparison of the 62 amino acids in the partial nsp1 between BCoV and MHV shows little sequence conservation; however, an 8-amino-acid stretch, from amino acid 13 through 20, WAPEFPWM, is evident (Fig. 7A). Upstream of amino acid 13, 6 of 12 amino acids (50%) differ, and downstream of amino acid 20, 24 of 42 amino acids (57%) differ. Interestingly, this 8-amino-acid conserved region appeared in an earlier study of eight group A lineage betacoronaviruses that were documented to function as helper viruses for the replication of BCoV pDrep1-WT (viruses in Fig. 7A without an asterisk) (63). The amino acid comparisons are shown here in an updated figure which includes the most recently characterized canine respiratory coronaviruses (CrCoV) (64) and the rabbit betacoronavirus (RbCoV) (65) (Fig. 7A). Of the 62 amino acids in the partial nsp1 region, those at positions 10 through 33 are coded by the sequence that forms the cis-acting stem-loop 6, and the octameric WAPEFPWM sequence is encoded by codons 13 through 20 within the ascending leg of this stem-loop (Fig. 7C). A comparison of stem-loop 6 among the 10 viruses listed in Fig. 7A shows the structures to be quite similar but not identical (Fig. 7C). Likewise, the codons encoding the eight amino acids differ among the viruses (Fig. 7B). This conservation of product from differing codons would suggest that there is an evolutionary pressure to keep the WAPEFPWM sequence. This, along with tolerance for adjacent sequence variations among the helper viruses supporting pDrep1-WT replication (63), also suggests that the WAPEFPWM sequence is important.

It should be noted that the International Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses has recommended that betacoronaviruses of the group A lineage now be organized into three species (of seven total species in the newly characterized betacoronavirus genus): species 1 (the BCoV-like canine respiratory coronaviruses CrCoV, human respiratory coronavirus strain OC43 [HCoV-OC43], human enteric coronavirus [HECoV], porcine hemagglutinating encephalomyelitis virus [HEV], equine coronavirus [ECoV], and rabbit coronavirus [RbCoV]), the MHV species, and the human coronavirus HKU1 (HKU1) species (http://ictvonline.org/virusTaxonomy.asp). With this in mind, we note that, whereas the betacoronavirus species 1 viruses and the MHV species share the entire 8-amino-acid sequence (WAPEFPWM), the sequence in the more distantly related HKU1 virus (66) (Fig. 7D) differs at amino acid positions 18 and 20 (WAPEFRL). To test whether the WAPEFPWM is a necessary sequence for replication of DI RNA, we altered the central four amino acids by changing codons predicted to retain the same base-pairing pattern in the RNA secondary structure (Fig. 7E). For this process, two mutants that changed all four amino acids (M35 and M36), three mutants that changed two amino acids (M34, M37, and M38), one mutant that changed one amino acid (M40), and two mutants that retained the WT WAPEFPWM sequence but changed the codons for amino acids at position 15 (M39) and at positions 15, 16, and 18 (M41) were tested. For all mutants in which one or more of the four amino acids was changed, there was no replication, and for both mutants in which the WT amino acid sequence was retained but the codons changed, there was replication at WT levels (Fig. 7E). A Northern blotting assay for 18S rRNA demonstrated even

### FIG 6 NH₂-terminal truncation of nsp1 amino acids 1 through 19 blocks replication but not translation of the DI RNA. (A) Amino acids synthesized in the WT and mutant constructs. (Upper) WT sequence and sequences for M28, M30, and M32 in which codons for amino acids 4, 22, and 27, respectively, were converted to AUG. Underlining identifies amino acids changed from those of the WT. Northern blotting results for replication and sequencing results for sequence reversion are shown at the right. (Lower) In mutant M27, the AUG codon at amino acid position 1 of WT was converted to UAG, and M27 was used as background for M29, M31, and M33, in which the codons for amino acids 4, 22, and 27, respectively, were converted to AUG. Underlining identifies amino acids changed from those of the WT. Northern blotting results for replication and sequencing results for sequence reversion are shown at the right. Note that no replication was observed when amino acids 1 through 19 were not expressed. NA, not applicable. (B) Western blotting results using N-specific antibody when virus templates were transcriptionally translated in vitro.
loading of cellular RNA among the samples (Fig. 7E). For the mutants that replicated (M39 and M41), sequencing of the product indicated there had been no reversion to the WT nucleotide sequence (Fig. 7E and data not shown). In vitro translation and a Western blotting assay to detect the N fusion protein, furthermore, demonstrated that translation of all mutants was complete (Fig. 7F), and therefore incomplete translation in vivo was not likely to be the cause of replication failure in mutants M34 through M38 and M40. These results therefore indicate that at least the four central amino acids, PEFP, within the 8-amino-acid sequence are important for the cis-acting translation function for replication. Whether or not the other specific amino acids from 20 to 62 are important for DI RNA replication was not tested; however, other sites of conserved identity might be important. The wide variation in amino acid composition would suggest that they are not all critical. Thus, we conclude that the WAPEFPWM amino acid sequence is a conserved peptide sequence within nsp1 of which at least the central four amino acids are critical in cis for DI RNA replication. To our knowledge, this is the first description of a cis-acting translation product in the 5′-proximal region of coronavirus nsp1.

**DISCUSSION**

From previous work (38) and from work described here, it has become clear that for BCoV and MHV, different species in the group A lineage betacoronaviruses, the genomic 5′-untranslated region and the region encoding the NH2-terminal 62 amino acids of nsp1 (identical between the virus genome and DI RNA) are structurally linked in a way that suggests a functional connection. Although the details of how each feature functions remain to be fully explored, the findings in this study indicate that (i) the 5′-proximal long-range higher-order RNA structure probably plays a direct role in genomic and DI RNA replication and maybe also in packaging, and (ii) translation of the NH2-terminal region of nsp1 fulfills a cis-acting requirement for BCoV DI RNA replication. Conceptually each feature contributes by a different mechanism and will be discussed separately.

The **cis-acting long-range RNA-RNA base-paired element.** Our analysis of this structure in transfected DI RNA takes place when helper virus replication is well under way (1 h postinfection) (27), which means the replicate-coding region of the helper virus genome (ORF1) has been translated and the RNA-synthesizing machinery within a membrane-protected replication compartment (67–72) is fully active. The data show that DI RNA replication correlates with the 30-nt core of the long-range higher-order RNA structure in the (+) strand (nt 143 through 170 base-paired with nt 335 through 364, shaded in the upper part of Fig. 2A) but not in the (−) strand (shaded in the lower part of Fig. 2A) (Fig. 4). Since the entire long-range higher-order RNA structure (defined here as the 322-nt sequence, nt 75 through nt 396 [Fig. 2A]) is found in molecules that replicate (the genome and DI RNA) and not in molecules that fail to replicate (the sgRNAs) and since both kinds of molecules can function as templates for (−)-strand synthesis (16, 73), a simple view is that this structure contributes key steps for the initiation of new (−)-strand RNA from the 3′ end of the (−)-strand template. How the higher-order structure facilitates this task is not clear, but we view it or some variation of it as an elaborated 5′-end RNA promoter in the nature of that described by Vogt and Andino for poliovirus and proposed for other (−)-strand RNA viruses (74). That is, the 5′ end functions as a promoter in trans locally for initiation of new (−)-strand synthesis (74). However, several elements within the higher-order RNA structure and possibly its extension to the 5′ end of the genome (i.e., nt 1 through 396) are also mechanistically associated with the RdRp template switching that occurs during discontinuous transcription (15, 75–77), and since discontinuous transcription is associated with the initiation of sgRNA (−)-strand synthesis (11), we suggest an integrated view of the function of this higher-order RNA structure.

In conceptualizing what features the structured “promoter” might have, we envision three. (i) It could facilitate the initiation of (−)-strand synthesis at the 5′ end of the completed genomic (−)-strand template. In this sense, it would mimic aspects of the (−)-strand 5′-end promoter described for poliovirus (74) in which RNA structures engage different components of the polymerase complex. (ii) It could facilitate the RdRp template switching at the 5′ end of the genome by functioning as the acceptor template (UCUAAAAC) for the switch from intergenic donor signals in the genome (11) or in sgRNAs (16). Functioning as an acceptor site would require that the higher-order RNA structure include much of the very 5′ end of the genome which harbors the leader (nt 1 through 65) (7), the UCUAAAAC template-switching signal (nt 64 through 70) (27), the UUUUUAAA template-switching hot spot (nt 71 through 78) (78), and the 65-nt-wide template-switching window (nt 33 through 97) (75). Following the template switch and completion of (−)-strand synthesis, initiation of new (+)-strand synthesis would be facilitated as described above. The involvement of a higher-ordered RNA structure for template switching and for initiation of new (−)-strand synthesis would explain why the sgRNAs that are missing in this structure fail to make new (+) strands and hence fail to replicate. (iii) It could facilitate the RdRp template switching at the 5′ end of the genome by functioning as the donor template (UCUAAAAC) during use of an alternate pathway for genome replication (75, 78). Although template switching at this site was described in earlier studies (78), the model used to explain the phenomenon was different; i.e., it suggested RdRp template switching takes place during (+)-strand synthesis. It is envisioned that the structures at the 5′ end enabling it to function as an acceptor template (described in section ii above) are the same as those that would enable it to function as a donor template. The higher-order structure might also be involved in an experimentally induced positive-to-negative-strand template switch of the RdRp that takes place in this region of the genome (76).

The long-range higher-order RNA structure might also be a packaging signal for the DI RNA, although the packaging signal described to date for the betacoronaviruses of group A lineage maps to a site within the downstream ORF1b region of the genome (79–82), a sequence that is missing in the BCoV DI RNA. Interestingly, a packaging signal nearly equivalent in position to the 5′-terminus 396-nt region studied here has been described for porcine transmissible gastroenteritis virus, an alphacoronavirus (83). At no time during the current study was replication observed in the absence of packaging, which might be expected if the long-range higher-order RNA structure functioned only as a replication signal. Further studies are needed to characterize the packaging signal for the BCoV DI RNA.

The **cis-acting function of a nascent partial nsp1 protein in BCoV DI RNA replication.** A novel finding in the current study is that translation of the NH2-terminal portion of a partial nsp1
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ORF, and possibly synthesis of only a few amino acids within this stretch, is required in cis for replication of the BCoV DI RNA in virus-infected cells. This conclusion differs from that in two previous reports on MHV DI RNA replication in which it was judged that a product of translation in cis was not required for replication (24, 40). How might the two sets of results be reconciled? In the first study (24), a naturally occurring DI RNA of MHV-A59 with a long ORF consisting of an in-frame fusion of a 5′-terminal portion of ORF1a (634 nt), a partial ORF1b, and a partial N ORF replicated even after frameshifting point mutations had severely truncated the fused ORF or when the spike gene, not a normal part of a naturally occurring DI RNA, had been substituted in-frame for parts of the 1a and 1b regions in the original ORF. All mutants replicated, but in each the 5′-terminal WAPEFPWM domain was intact and therefore potentially able to function for replication as observed in the current study. In the second (40), a naturally occurring DI RNA of MHV-JHM in which in-frame fusions of a 5′-terminal partial ORF1a (634 nt), a partial ORF1b, and a partial N ORF formed a long ORF. Three ORF-truncating mutants of this construct were made by inserting an in-frame 12-nt oligonucleotide that ensured a UAG amber (stop) codon within each reading frame. All three mutants replicated, and in each the 5′-terminal WAPEFPWM domain was intact and therefore could have enabled replication as observed in the current study. In the fourth and fifth MHV-JHM DI RNA mutants, however, the AUG codons at the beginning of ORF1a in a truncated construct were changed to non-start codons, and the result was that translation of ORF1a was blocked but replication proceeded unimpeded. We speculate that perhaps genomic RNA structures such as parts of ORF1b retained within the severely truncated MHV DI RNAs but not found in the BCoV DI RNA (39) facilitate an alternate access to the replication compartment.

Although discovered in BCoV DI RNA, the requirement for the WAPEFPWM domain in cis for DI RNA replication may have implications for genome replication, although this should be viewed with the caveat that cis-acting replication elements for DI RNA are not always the same for the viral genome. An example is the 5′-proximal stem-loop 4 in MHV (29, 30). If the WAPEFPWM domain does function in the genome, it would likely not interact with a replicase protein as postulated for the DI RNA (see below). During virus genome translation immediately following virus entry, autoproteolytic processing of viral polyproteins 1a and 1ab takes place and the hydrophobic membrane-anchoring domains within nsp3, nsp4, and nsp6 of the nsp1-nsp10 polyprotein 1a precursor function to assemble the endoplasmic reticulum membrane-associated replication-transcription complex on the cytoplasmic side of the endoplasmic reticulum membrane (84, 85). Presumably the partial nsp1 product described here for the DI RNA would be functional on the NH2 terminus of the full-length nsp1 product as well, but what it would interact with at this time is not apparent. Perhaps it interacts with a replicase protein prior to its final assembly in the replicase complex.

With regard to BCoV DI RNA replication, there are no (obvious) hydrophobic domains in the translated product of DI RNA, so other mechanism(s) for engaging the replication apparatus must be involved (84, 85). At the time of DI RNA transfection, viral replication is under way (27) and the replication compartment is formed and all trans-acting factors are in place. The transfected BCoV DI RNA, therefore, is totally dependent on the trans-acting factors in the infected cell and on its own RNA structures and on the newly synthesized protein to engage the viral replication machinery. It is probable that cis-acting RNA structures in the DI RNA are recruited to the replication complexes through interaction with the viral replicase proteins (73). However, one possibility derived from the current study is that the cis-acting WAPEFPWM element is a signal to engage some component of the membrane-associated viral replicase. Characterization of this association will require an identification of the molecular partner(s) of the WAPEFPWM moiety. The NH2-terminal region of the coronavirus nsp1 contained within the first 62 amino acids predicts only a hydrophilic region with charged amino acids, which suggests there may be a protein-protein interaction (Fig. 5A).

Although not identical in detail, precedents for cis-acting proteins in other viral systems include some whose function it is to engage a replicase partner in the replication compartment. One of the more characterized is the protein 1a-2a interaction found in two members of the brome mosaic virus family, which may serve as a paradigm for the cis-acting behavior of the partial nsp1 protein described here (86, 87). (i) Protein 2a (a polymerase) harbors a cis-acting signal for interaction with its 1a partner (a multidomain RNA replication protein) for RNA replication (86). (ii) Protein 2a, while in the process of translating RNA2 and by way of a protein 1a-2a interaction, recruits RNA2 to the replication complex, which results in its replication (86). Precedents for such associations have also been described for cellular mRNAs that are translated within vesicles (reviewed in reference 88). From these examples, we envision a similar picture for the cis-acting function of the partial nsp1 (Fig. 8). For the localization of the BCoV DI RNA within the replication compartment, we propose that the
nascent partial nsp1 protein encoded by the DI RNA as it emerges from the 80S ribosomal subunit finds its target cotranslationally. Following this step, replication of the DI RNA would ensue. The target for the WAPEFPWM domain is unknown at this time. Whether the viral genomic RNA employs some part of this scheme remains to be determined.

A cursory search for a sequence analogous to the WAPEFPWM domain in other coronavirus groups has not revealed such a site. However, it is notable that the NH2-terminal regions of the alpha-coronaviruses and SARS-CoV show sites of amino acid similarity (89, 90). It could be that cis-acting protein sites are present, but in a more dispersed pattern than found here.
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